
Group Leader Guide

Week of 9/12/21


 

STORIES (30 min) 
Welcome and mingling: 
• Continue to set a relaxed atmosphere by providing plenty of time for snack and mingling. 

Welcome any newcomers to the group. Introduce them to at least one other member.

• Ask and answer any “housekeeping” questions.

• Ask how it went with writing the “Expectations Letter.”

Introductions: 
Go around the circle asking each member to share their “basic info” - name, occupation, 
family. If everyone knows one another - shake it up and see if they can introduce the person to 
the right with the same info.

Get the group talking: 
Ask each person to describe their childhood best friend and what they enjoyed doing together. 
Asking “why” and “how” questions, learn why this friend was special, how they met, what 
happened to their friendship.
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he/she/HIS - Image of God

This Week’s Goal: 
1. Review your Covenant.

2. Take a group “selfie” and 

send to 
tim.dominick@radiuschur
ch.org. Include group 
name & RADIUS location.


3. Restate the Together 21 
Vision for multiplication at 
RADIUS.


4. Review the “4 pillars” of 
God’s Truth found in the 
sermon.


5. Identify where we lean too 
“Self-righteous/angry” or 
too “passive/nice” when 
relating to others about 
gender and sexuality.

Before You Meet: 
- Review your sermon 

notes or listen to the 
sermon.


- Watch or review the 
group leader training 
for he/she/HIS.


- Pray for your time 
together and for each 
member by name.


- Pray that the Holy 
Spirit would convict 
of both self-
righteousness and 
pride, as well as 
passivity

Prepare or have on hand:  
- Nametags?

- Snack and beverage

- Sign up sheet for Food, 

Fun, Service

- Roster in LEAD app

- Your plan for a group 

text or Group Me to 
communicate during the 
week.


- Extra “Expectations 
Letter” for those who 
didn’t get it last week.
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Sharing God Stories: 
Have a co-leader or apprentice share their story of how relationship with Jesus started.  Set a 
timer and keep it to 7 minutes. Leave 3 minutes for the group to ask follow up questions.  Ask 
who would share next week - or pass around a sign up sheet and let people sign up to share. 


Prayer:  Transition from Stories to Scripture by asking someone to pray for the person who just 
shared their testimony and to ask God to speak through His word. 

SCRIPTURE (45 min) 
Genesis 1, Genesis 2: 18-25 

Remember - these questions are the same Group Chat questions that group members have 
accessed on Sunday morning. The fill in the blank answers are provided for you in GREEN. The 

statements in italics will help you facilitate the conversation. 
QUESTION 1: 
RADIUS is 18 years old!  John laid out a vision for multiplication in some very specific ways 
over the next three years. They are:


YOU X2.  Each RADIUS partner makes at least one DISCIPLE over the next three years.


GROUPS X2. Doubling the number of RADIUS SMALL GROUPS in the next three years.


ChURCHES X2.  Doubling the number of RADIUS CHURCHES in the next three years by 
planting CHURCHES.


GENEROSITY X2.  Doubling our GENEROSITY/GIVING in the next three years.


Which part of this vision resonates with you the most?  Which part makes you uneasy?

How does this vision challenge your ideas of discipleship, small groups? Church planting and 
giving?


QUESTION 2: 
John mentions four pillars of truth found in Genesis 1. Read Genesis 1 and highlight or 
underline where you see these four pillars:

• God “created” 
Gen. 1: verses 1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27 
How does your belief and trust in this pillar affect how you live your life?

- If you believe that God created, or if you believe in evolution, then you’ve got to bet your life 

on it. 
- If you believe that God created all things, then you must align your life with God’s truth. 
- What is a practical way to align your life with the Creator’s truth? 
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• “Imago Dei” - humans are made in the image of God. 
Gen 1: verse 27 
How does seeing yourself and all mankind as “image bearers” of God change your view of 
yourself?  Your neighbor?  Where do you see culture coming against this truth?

- What’s different about the language of verse 27, versus other creations in Genesis 1? 
- “The Image of God can be described as God’s own investment in humanity with a God like 

glory and moral capacity, to reign and to rule the earth as His representatives…it is to be like 
God himself.” — Matt Chandler 

- We are designed to live like God himself, and that sets us apart from all other created things.  
Nothing in Creation has the same intrinsic quality and defining characteristics that we do. 

• Marriage is between one man and one woman for their lifetime. 

Gen. 1: _28_- Gen. 2: 18-25 
How do you see culture coming against this truth? How does marriage hint at the story of 
God’s own character?

- God made Male and Female, and He created marriage—a relationship between one male and 

one female, anticipating that they will live the rest of their lives together. 
- God made them distinctly male and female with a mandate to fill the earth and subdue it. 
- Marriage is meant as a faithful union similar to how God in three distinct persons is faithfully 

committed to himself, and Jesus is faithfully committed to his Bride, the Church, who is 
committed to him, too. 

- The question is whether people will submit to God’s authority, and rest in the strength of his 
truth. 

• Human beings are male and female. 
Gen. 1: 27 
Why might it take a decision to trust that God is good and is in authority over His creation to 
believe human beings are created distinctly and solely male and female?  What is unique about 
cultural challenges to this truth? 
- God created two distinct genders, male and female, and you are one or the other. This hasn’t 

been challenged throughout history and is a “new” challenge to God’s truth. 
- Distinction between male and female is good, each wonderfully displaying aspects of God’s 

own nature.  To blur, delete, or add to these categories blurs, deletes, and adds to God’s 
truth. 

- Dismantling this truth places us in God’s position as to who determines truth. 
- To claim any of the above truths requires me to submit to the fullness of God’s authority, 

including this truth. 

Happiness comes when Christ is in the center…He brings peace and rest by his 
sacrifice on the Cross. 
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QUESTION 2:  
When we encounter challenges to these four pillars, we can tend to either be too self righteous/
angry or too passive/nice.

Describe some characteristics of a Christian who is self-righteous/angry:

HARSH, PRIDEFUL, BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS. ETC…


Describe some characteristics of a Christian who is passive/“nice.”

PEACE KEEPING INSTEAD OF PEACE MAKING, FEARFUL OF SPEAKING TRUTH, 
INAUTHENTIC RELATIONSHIPS.  ETC… 

Which tendency do you operate in?__________________________________________________

- We’ve got to move past only being truth-oriented and destroying relationships, and being 

only nice-oriented, and never helping people align with God’s authority 
- We were all lost in our sin, we were all equally lost and needed a savior, with no hope for 

salvation outside of Jesus. 

PRAYER (15 min) 
Break up into groups of 2-4. Using the four pillars John described in the sermon, use these 
prompts for a conversation with God:

Pillar 1: Creation - Christians believe by faith that God created.

Father, I praise you that….

I am challenged by this because…

The truth is, Lord…


Pillar 2: Imago Dei - we are created in the image of God.

Father, I praise you that….

I am challenged by this because…

The truth is, Lord…

 

Pillar 3:  Marriage is between one man and one woman for life.

Father, I praise you that….

I am challenged by this because…

The truth is, Lord…


Pillar 4:  Male and female He created them.

Father, I praise you that….

I am challenged by this because…

The truth is, Lord…
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